
PARENTING YOUR TEEN
Neighborhood Place of Kona Monica Ferreira 

Parent Educator  
“How to Talk so Teens will Listen”  Faber and Mazlish 2006 

“Nurturing Parenting Programs”  Cultivating a Worldwide Culture of Nurturing. 19th edition Stephen J Bavolek Ph.D.



“We want our children to 
grow up empathetic and 
independent not aggressive 
and angry…..It starts with  
parent’s words and 
actions.”



What is the purpose of 

discipline ?  To Teach Children 
How to be respectful , 
cooperative, contributing 

members of society. 
Harsh abusive language, hurting touch, and 
different types of physical punishment  lead to 
unhealthy responses in our brain and bodies



  

HOW HAVE   WE  TRADITIONALLY 

DEALT  WITH  UNWANTED   BEHAVIOR 

and Conflict?                     

TAKE AWAY PRIVILEGES  

No PHONE  

VIDEO GAMES  

NO CAR  

GROUNDING 

This makes most teens …  
 
Resentful, Angry,  and Fear Full  
NOT EFFECTIVE FOR ALL TEENS



Endorphins Feel good like in exercise or 
positive interactions: Helps your brain grow strong 
and healthy neuro connections. 

Stress response Anger, Anxiety, Fear: Cortisol 
in High Amounts is unhealthy for your brain and body.

Building 
Relationships 

Communicating with your teen



cognitive function

An intellectual process by 
which one becomes aware 
of, perceives, or 
comprehends ideas. It 
involves all aspects of 
perception, thinking, 
reasoning, and 
remembering  
 
Mosby's Medical Dictionary, 9th 
edition. © 2009, Elsevier.



Dealing with Feelings

Feelings are all good.    It is what you do with them that is 
positive or negative. Feelings cause two responses…..

Anxiety-Fear of future hurt

 

Hurt- Present pain; feels like sadness the outward 
expression of disappointment 

 
Anger-Expressed past pain; the outward  

expression of hurt


Guilt- Past pain unexpressed; often the result of 
anger held in and turned against self


Depression-Past pain 
chronically unexpressed; 

feels lifeless, 

Comfort
 Discomfort




TEENS ARE NOT MINIATURE ADULTS!



DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?
You’re Too Young to Understand 

Are You Seriously Going To Wear That 
Out In Public? 

Get Over It 

Because I Said So 

You Don’t Know What Real Stress Is 

What Is Your Problem? 

Stop Being So Dramatic 

You Should Try Harder 

Stop telling embarrassing stories 
about them in public 

Asking a million questions when they 
get home from school & getting mad 
when they don’t want to talk 

Using that’s life as an explanation 

Making everything into a “life lesson.” 

Making fun of them in public 

Telling stories about back when you 
were a teen and totally perfect 

Bringing up that time when they 
royally messed up in Jr. High or 3rd 
grade-over & over again 

Making everything about you 

Never admitting you’re wrong



DON’T GIVE UP TEENS NEED PARENTING
➤ Instead of Giving Orders: Describe the problem and ask for them to help solve the issue together 

➤ Instead Attacking: When we are angry we lash out with words and demean them but they will 
only withdraw or counterattack.  Use your words to describe your anger, disappointment, fear for 
their safety etc. 

➤ Instead of Blaming: When teens are accused they become defensive.  Give them information, 
simply and respectfully they’re more likely to assume responsibility for what needs to be done. 

➤ Instead of Threats or Orders: Many teenagers react to threats with defiance or sullen compliance. 
Offer a choice. We have a better chance of them cooperating if we give them a choice. 

➤ Instead of Long Lectures: Teens will check out during long lectures and rambling parents.  Use 
short reminders or to focus their attention 

➤ Instead of Pointing out What Is Wrong: Teens will generally respond with defending their 
behavior.  Use clear expectations sate your value or expectations 

➤ Instead of Angry Reprimands: Teens are generally very sensitive to their parents disapproval. Try 
using humor for criticism, we change the mood and encourage everyone’s playful spirit. 

➤ Instead of Nagging : Try a contract or written agreement



COMMUNICATION IS KEY CHECKLIST
Acknowledge your Teenagers Feelings…give advice and listen 

Identify thoughts and feelings: Sounds like or I am hearing that… 

Acknowledge feelings with a word or sound: let them know you are listening ok…hmm.. 

Give in Fantasy what you can’t give in reality: Wouldn’t it be amazing if… or Wouldn’t it be great 
if you could… 

Accept feelings as you redirect behavior Ok.. You have two options here…







WORKING IT OUT TOGETHER
➤ You don’t have to agree with your teen or they don’t have to 

agree with you. 

➤ Invite your teen to share their point of view on the subject. 

➤ State your point of view as a parent and Why.   Invite your 
teenager to brainstorm ideas with you.



THEY STILL NEED YOU



THANK YOU ! 


